FULL-TIME AND PART-TIME FACULTY LIST: NOVEMBER 2021

Abaied, Jamie L.; Associate Professor; Department of Psychological Science; PHD; Univ of IL Urbana-Champaign

Abajian, Michael John; Lecturer; Department of Nursing; MD; St. George's Univ

Abbott, John D.; Lecturer I; Department of Rubenstein Sch Env Nat Res; BA;

Abdel-Karim, Yasmeen Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Psychiatry; MD; New Jersey Medical Sch Rutgers

Abnet, Kevin R; Associate Professor (COM); Department of PathLabMed - Anatomic; MD; American Univ of Beirut

Abujaish, Wasef Associate Professor (COM); Department of Surg-General; MD; Univ of Craiova

Achenbach, Thomas Max; Professor; Department of Psychiatry; PHD; Univ of Minnesota

Ackil, Daniel J.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Emergency Med;

Acostamadiedo, Jose Maria; Clinical Prac Phys-CVPH (COM); Department of Med-Hematology Oncology; MD; Universidad del Norte

Acquisto, Joseph T.; Professor; Department of Romance LanguagesLinguistics; PHD; Yale Univ

Adair, Elizabeth Carol; Associate Professor; Department of Rubenstein Sch Env Nat Res; PHD; Colorado State Univ

Adams, Elizabeth Jean; Clinical Professor; Department of Communication Sciences; AUD; A. T. Still Univ of Health Sci

Adeniyi, Aderonke Oluponle; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Cardiology; MD; Wake Forest Univ

Ades, Philip A.; Professor; Department of Med-Cardiology; MD; Univ of Maryland Coll Park

Ades, Steven Associate Professor (COM); Department of Med-Hematology Oncology; MD; McGill Univ

Adler, Abigail Rhodes; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Pediatrics; MD; University of Vermont

Adrianzen Herrera, Diego Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Hematology Oncology; MD; Alberto Hurtado School of Med

Agnarsson, Ingri Associate Professor; Department of Biology; PHD; George Washington Univ

Agrawal, Varun Associate Professor (COM); Department of Med-Nephrology;

Ahern, Thomas Patrick; Associate Professor; Department of Surgery; PHD; Boston Univ

Ahmadi, Afshin Lecturer I; Department of Grossman School of Business; JD; Boston Univ

Ahmed, Shahid Sattar; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Hematology Oncology;

Aitken, Margaret S.; Clinical Assistant Prof.; Department of Nursing; DNP; University of Vermont

Aitken, Phil A.; Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Ophthalmology; MD; Baylor Coll of Med

Akintola, Oluwatosin Oluwafunso; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Neurological Sciences;

Akselrod, Dmitriy G; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Radiology; MD; State Univ of NY Upstate

Albaugh, Matthew D.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Psychiatry; PHD; University of Vermont

Alef, Matthew J; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Vascular; MD; Rush Medical Coll

Alexander, Lisa Pippa; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Ophthalmology; MD; State Univ of NY Downstate

Alexander, Sarah C.; Associate Professor; Department of English; PHD; Rutgers Univ

Alexandra, Eve M.; Senior Lecturer; Department of English; MFA; University of Pittsburgh

Alger, Samantha Ann; Lecturer I; Department of Plant Soil Science;

Ali, M Yusuf Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Molecular Physlgy Biophysics; PHD; Toyohashi Univ of Tech

Ali, Naiim Salim; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Radiology; MD; Rutgers Univ

Allen, Kenneth D.; Senior Lecturer; Department of Biomedical and Health Sci; MBA; Belmont Univ

Allen III, Gilman B.; Professor (COM); Department of Med-Pulmonary; MD; University of Florida

Allgaier, Nicholas A; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Psychiatry; PHD; University of Vermont
Almassalkhi, Mads R; Associate Professor; Department of Elec Biomed Engineering; PD; Univ of Michigan Ann Arbor
Almstead, Laura L; Senior Lecturer; Department of Plant Biology; PHD; Stanford Univ
Alston, Wallace Kemper; Professor (COM); Department of Med-Infectious Disease; MD; New York Med Coll
Althoff, Robert Associate Professor (COM); Department of Psychiatry; PHD; Univ of IL Urbana-Champaign
Alveshere, Alexandra M; Lecturer; Department of Chemistry; PHD; University of Vermont
Alvez, Juan Pablo; Research Associate; Department of Ext - Programming Fac Sup; PHD; University of Vermont
Ambaye, Abiy B.; Professor (COM); Department of PathLabMed - Anatomic; MD; Charles Univ
Ament, Joseph Allen; Lecturer I; Department of Com Dev Applied Economics;
An, Gary C; Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Trauma; MD; University of Miami
Anathy, Vikas Associate Professor; Department of PathologyLaboratory Medicine; PHD; Madurai Kamaraj Univ
Andersen, Ellen A.; Associate Professor; Department of Political Science; PHD; Univ of Michigan Ann Arbor
Anderson, Erik P; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Anesthesiology; MD; Tulane Univ
Anderson, Hillary Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Pediatrics; MD; University of Vermont
Anderson, Katherine J; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Peds-Genetics; MD; University of Vermont
Anderson, Scott R; Professor (COM); Department of PathLabMed - Anatomic; MD; Loma Linda Univ
Andrus, Erica Ruth Hurwitz; Senior Lecturer; Department of Religion; PHD; Univ of Calif Santa Barbara
Angelopoulos, Theodore J; Professor; Department of Rehab Movement Sci; PHD; University of Pittsburgh
Anker, Christopher James; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Radiation-Oncology; MD; State Univ of NY Upstate
Anthony, Stacey L; Lecturer I; Department of Mathematics Statistics;
Antkowiak, MaryEllen Cleary; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Pulmonary; MD; University of Vermont
Arel, Barbara M.; Associate Professor; Department of Grossman School of Business; PHD; Arizona State Univ
Ashley, Charles W; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of ObGyn-Gynecologic Oncology; MD; University of Vermont
Ashooh, Michael X.; Senior Lecturer; Department of Philosophy;
Aetherly, Adam J.; Professor; Department of Medicine; PHD; Univ of Minnesota
Atwood, Gary Scott; Library Assistant Prof; Department of Dana Medical Library; MLIS; Simmons Coll
Aunchman, Alia F; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Trauma; MD; University of Vermont
Aunchman, Nicholas A.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Emergency Med; MD; University of Vermont
Avila, Maria Mercedes; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Pediatrics; PHD; University of Vermont
Aydin, Orhun Lecturer (Part-Time); Department of Rubenstein Sch Env Nat Res;
Baalachandran, Ramasubramanian Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Pulmonary;
Backman, Alysia J; Lecturer I; Department of Education; EDM; University of Vermont
Backman, Spencer Assistant Professor; Department of Mathematics Statistics; PHD; Georgia Inst of Tech
Badireddy, Appala Raju Assistant Professor; Department of Civil Env Engineering; PHD; Univ of Houston
Badlam, Jessica Beatrice; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Pulmonary; MD; University at Buffalo
Bagrow, James P; Associate Professor; Department of Mathematics Statistics; PHD; Clarkson Univ
Bailly, Jacques A.; Associate Professor; Department of Classics; PHD; Cornell Univ
Bak, Martin P.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Emergency Med; MD; Albert Einstein Coll of Med
Baker, Daniel H.; Associate Professor; Department of Com Dev Applied Economics; PHD; University of Vermont
Ball, Agnes Assistant Professor (COM); Department of PathLabMed - Anatomic; MD; University of Vermont
Ballard, Zachary Caperton; Senior Lecturer; Department of Mechanical Engineering;

Ballif, Bryan A.; Professor; Department of Biology; PHD; Harvard Univ

Ballysingh, Tracy Arambula; Assistant Professor; Department of Education; PD; Univ of Texas Austin

Bamford, Benjamin R.; Clinical Practice Phys (COM); Department of Radiology; MDPHd; Univ of Connecticut

Bamford, Jennifer B.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Family Medicine; MD; Univ of Maryland

Banu, Dragos Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Gen Internal Med;

Baran, Caitlin N.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Family Medicine; MD; University of Vermont

Barclay-Derman, Noah David; Lecturer; Department of Biomedical and Health Sci; MPH; Univ of Washington Seattle

Barker, Julia H.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Dermatology; MD; University of Vermont

Barkhuff, Daniel A.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Emergency Med; MD; Harvard Medical School

Barkhuff, Whittney D.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Peds-Neonatology; PHD; University of Vermont

Barlow, John W.; Associate Professor; Department of Animal and Veterinary Sciences; PHD; University of Vermont

Barlow, Rael Dawn; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Orthopaedics Rehabilitation; MD; University of Vermont

Barnaby, Andrew Thomas; Professor; Department of English; PHD; Princeton Univ

Barnard, Diana L.; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Family Medicine; MD; University of Vermont

Barnard, Timothy Lecturer I; Department of Education;

Barnett, Julian Junpei; Assistant Professor; Department of Theatre and Dance; MFA; University of the Arts

Barrett, Kaitlyn V; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Endocrinology;

Barrett, Trace Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Cardiology; MD; Albany Medical Coll

Barringer, Hoyt P.; Senior Lecturer; Department of Art Art History; BA; University of Vermont

Barrington, David Stanley; Professor; Department of Plant Biology; PHD; Harvard Univ

Barrios-Garcia, Maria Noelia; Lecturer; Department of Rubenstein Sch Env Nat Res;

Barry, Jeremy M; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Neurological Sciences; PHD; State Univ of NY Downstate

Barry, Maura Meredith; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Hematology Oncology; MD; Rutgers Univ

Bartels, Amelia G; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Med-Geriiatrics; MD; Univ of Virginia

Bartlett, Craig S.; Professor (COM); Department of Orthopaedics Rehabilitation; MD; Albany Medical Coll

Bartsch, Jason C; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Gen Internal Med; MD; George Washington Univ

Baruth, Philip Edward; Professor; Department of English; PHD; Univ of Calif Irvine

Bates, Jason H. T.; Professor; Department of Med-Pulmonary; PHD; University of Otago

Bauerly, Bradley Alan; Lecturer; Department of Political Science;

Bauerly, Kimberly R; Assistant Professor; Department of Communication Sciences; PHD; University of Toronto

Bavly, Gideon Lecturer III; Department of German Russian; MS; Saint Michael’s Coll

Bazarsky, Allyson Beth; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Neurological Sciences;

Bazylewicz, Michael Peter; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Radiology; MD; Dartmouth Med Sch

Beam, Emily A; Assistant Professor; Department of Economics; PHD; Univ of Michigan Ann Arbor

Beard, Kevin D; Senior Lecturer; Department of Mathematics Statistics; MBA; Univ of Connecticut

Beatty, Dennis R; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Med-Gen Internal Med; MD; Thomas Jefferson Univ

Beckage, Brian Professor; Department of Plant Biology; PHD; Duke Univ

Becker, Kelly Mancini; Senior Lecturer; Department of Education; EDD; University of Vermont
Beer, Caroline Charlotte; Professor; Department of Political Science; PHD; Univ of New Mexico
Belarmino, Emily Huneycutt Morgan; Assistant Professor; Department of Nutrition Food Sciences; PHD; London Sch Hygiene/Trop'1 Med
Bell, Rebecca Cunningham; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Pediatrics; MD; University of Mass
Beltre, Mildred G.; Associate Professor; Department of Art Art History; MFA; University of Iowa
Bender, Stephen P.; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Anesthesiology; MD; Ohio State Univ
Benoit, Michel Yves; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Orthopaedics Rehabilitation; MD; University of Montreal
Bensimhon, Ariel D; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Anesthesiology; MD; Temple Univ
Benson, Daisy S.; Library Associate Prof; Department of Howe-Info Instruction; MLIS; Univ of Texas Austin
Bentil, Daniel E.; Associate Professor; Department of Mathematics Statistics; DPHIL; University of Oxford
Benway, Karen Senior Lecturer; Department of Mathematics Statistics; SCM; Harvard Sch of Public Health
Berger, Christopher Lewis; Professor; Department of Molecular Physlgy Biophysics; PHD; Univ of Minnesota
Berger, Claudia A.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Gen Internal Med; MD; Albert Einstein Coll of Med
Berlin, Linda Extension Associate Prof.; Department of Ext - Programming Fac Sup; PHD; Tufts Univ
Bernard, Emily E.; Professor; Department of English; PHD; Yale Univ
Berns, Stephen H.; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Family Medicine; MD; Mount Sinai Sch of Med
Bernstein, Ira Mark; Professor; Department of Obstetrics GynecologyReprod; MD; University of Vermont
Berry, Zail S.; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Med-Geriatrics; MD; Univ of Calif San Francisco
Bertges, Daniel J; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Vascular; MD; University of Pittsburgh
Bertmann, Farryl MW; Senior Lecturer; Department of Nutrition Food Sciences; PHD; Arizona State Univ
Besaw Jr, Paul Henry; Professor; Department of Theatre and Dance; MFA; Univ of NC Greensboro
Bessette, Jean M; Associate Professor; Department of English; PHD; University of Pittsburgh
Bethina, Narandra Kiran; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Med-Rheumatology; MD; Saint Joseph Hospital
Byeannon, Bruce David; Professor; Department of Orthopaedics Rehabilitation; PHD; University of Vermont
Bhave, Anant D.; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Radiology; MD; Univ of IL Urbana-Champaign
Bianchi, Nancy A.; Library Associate Prof; Department of Dana Medical Library; MSLIS; Simmons Coll
Bierman, Paul Robert; Professor; Department of Rubenstein Sch Env Nat Res; PHD; Univ of Washington
Bingham, Hartley Dodge; Lecturer (Part-Time); Department of Grossman School of Business;
Bingham, Peter M.; Professor (COM); Department of Neurological Sciences; MD; Columbia Univ
Biron, Maryse C.; Lecturer II; Department of Biomedical and Health Sci; MED; Saint Michael's Coll
Bianzo, Mark C; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Emergency Med; MD; Harvard Medical School
Bishop-von Wettberg, Eric J; Associate Professor; Department of Plant Soil Science; PHD; Brown Univ
Bishop-von Wettberg, Kristin L; Lecturer I; Department of Biology; PHD; Brown Univ
Black, Ellen E; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Neurological Sciences; PHD; University of Vermont
Blair, Sarah A; Clinical Prac Phys-CVMC (COM); Department of Anesthesiology; MD; University of Vermont
Blake, Bethany N; Lecturer I; Department of Music; DPHIL; State Univ of NY Stony Brook
Blanchette Porter, Misty M; Associate Professor (COM); Department of ObGyn-Reprod EndocrnInfertil; MD; Dartmouth Med Sch
Blankstein, Michael Associate Professor (COM); Department of Orthopaedics Rehabilitation; MD; University of Toronto
Blindow, Kyle Lecturer I; Department of Education;
Bliss, Catherine A.; Lecturer I; Department of Mathematics Statistics; PHD; University of Vermont
Bliss, Dani Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Anesthesiology; MD; Temple Univ Sch of Med
Blom, Deborah Eileen; Associate Professor; Department of Anthropology; PHD; Univ of Chicago

Blouin, Michael R; Lecturer; Department of Rubenstein Sch Env Nat Res; MS; University of Vermont

Bock, Dravida D; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Neurological Sciences; PHD; Harvard Univ

Boise, Adam Michael; Lecturer I; Department of Rehab Movement Sci;

Boland Chira, Sheila Senior Lecturer; Department of English; MA; New York Univ

Bomblies, Arne Associate Professor; Department of Civil Env Engineering; PHD; Mass Inst of Tech

Bongard, Joshua C; Professor; Department of Computer Science; PHD; Univ of Zurich

Bonney, Elizabeth Ann; Professor; Department of ObGyn-General; MD; Stanford Univ

Borchert, Thomas A.; Professor; Department of Religion; PHD; Univ of Chicago

Borra, Adriana E.; Senior Lecturer; Department of Romance LanguagesLinguistics; MA; Univ of Freiburg

Borra, Antonello Professor; Department of Romance LanguagesLinguistics; PHD; Brown Univ

Borrazzo, Edward C.; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Surg-General; MD; State Univ of NY Stony Brook

Boscia, Carolyn AM; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Family Medicine; MD; Harvard Medical School

Bose, Pablo Shiladitya; Associate Professor; Department of Geography; PHD; York Univ

Bosek, Marcia Sue; Associate Professor; Department of Nursing; DNSC; Rush Univ

Botten, Jason W.; Professor; Department of Med-Immunobiology; PHD; Univ of New Mexico

Bottoms, Gregory Todd; Professor; Department of English; MFA; Univ of Virginia

Bouchard, Beth Ann; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Biochemistry; PHD; University of Vermont

Bounds, Richard B; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Emergency Med; MD; Univ of Maryland

Bouras, Mary Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Family Medicine; MD; Univ of Cincinnati

Bouton, Mark Earhart; Professor; Department of Psychological Science; PHD; Univ of Washington

Bovee, Alison Lecturer (Part-Time); Department of Nursing;

Boyd, James T.; Professor (COM); Department of Neurological Sciences; MD; University of Newfoundland

Boyer, Edward G; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Neurological Sciences; MD; Ross Univ Sch of Med Dominica

Boyson, Jonathan E.; Associate Professor; Department of Surgery; PHD; Univ of Wisconsin Madison

Bradeen, Heather A.; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Peds-Hematology Oncology; MD; Univ of New Mexico

Bradley, Jonathan David; Lecturer; Department of Political Science;

Brashaw, Julian Ann; Lecturer I; Department of Art Art History; AM; University of Vermont

Brashaw, Terence Lee; Assistant Professor; Department of Plant Soil Science; PHD; University of Vermont

Brady, Christopher J; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Ophthalmology; MD; Johns Hopkins Univ

Brammer, Mary Lecturer (Part-Time); Department of Leadership and Development Sci;

Bravo, Maria Cristina; Faculty Scientist (COM); Department of Biochemistry; PHD; University of Vermont

Brazelton, Jason D; Clinical Prac Phys-CVMC (COM); Department of PathLabMed - Anatomic; MD; University of South Alabama

Brena, Anne Elizabeth Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Gen Internal Med; MD; University of Vermont

Brennan, Julia Lecturer (Part-Time); Department of Nursing;

Brennan, Thomas Associate Professor; Department of Art Art History; MFA; University of Arizona

Brennan, Vicki L.; Associate Professor; Department of Religion; PHD; Univ of Chicago

Breslend, Nicole Lafo; Lecturer; Department of Psychological Science; PHD; University of Vermont

Bress, William Charles; Instructor (COM); Department of Med-LCOM Edupreneurship; PHD; St. John's Univ
Brewer, Matthias Professor; Department of Chemistry; PHD; Univ of Wisconsin Madison
Briggs, Charles F.; Senior Lecturer; Department of History; PHD; Univ of N Carolina
Brinegar, Kathleen Distasio; Senior Lecturer; Department of Education; EDD; University of Vermont
Brody, Alison Kay; Professor; Department of Biology; PHD; Univ of Calif Davis
Bronner, Corey Lecturer (Part-Time); Department of Grossman School of Business; BBA; University of Vermont
Brooks, Christopher C; Lecturer; Department of Rubenstein Sch Env Nat Res;
Brooks, Kelly Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Family Medicine; MD; Tufts Univ
Brouwer Burg, Marietta Assistant Professor; Department of Anthropology; PHD; Michigan State Univ
Brown, Bradley W; Lecturer; Department of Education; MSED; Rochester Inst of Tech
Brown, Brandon Blaine; Clinical Assistant Prof.; Department of Nursing; MSN; Norwich Univ
Brown, Dona L; Professor; Department of History; PHD; University of Mass Amherst
Brown, Jeffrey M; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Psychiatry;
Brown, Patrick Nathaniel; Lecturer I; Department of Com Dev Applied Economics; MED; Saint Michael's Coll
Brown, Stephen A; Associate Professor; Department of ObGyn-General; MD; Univ of Chicago
Brown, Tricia Marie; Senior Lecturer; Department of Education; SM; Johns Hopkins Univ
Bruce, Emily A; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of COM Microbio Molec Genetics; PHD; University of Cambridge
Bruhl, Susan D; Lecturer I; Department of Education;
Brundage, William John; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Otolaryngology; MD; Thomas Jefferson Univ
Bryant, Bronwyn H; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of PathLabMed - Anatomic; MD; University of Rochester
Bryant, Ronald J; Associate Professor (COM); Department of PathLabMed - Clinical; MD; Univ of Michigan Ann Arbor
Buchanan, Andrew N; Senior Lecturer; Department of History; PHD; Rutgers Univ
Bucini, Gabriela Research Associate; Department of Plant Soil Science; DPHIL; Colorado State Univ
Budd, Ralph Charles; Professor; Department of Med-Immunobiology; MD; Weill Med Coll Cornell Univ
Budington, Steve W; Associate Professor; Department of Art Art History; MFA; Yale Univ
Bui, Melanie Rae; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Dermatology; PHD; University of Colorado
Bullis, Sean S; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Infectious Disease; MD; University of Vermont
Bumpas, Mary H; Clinical Assistant Prof.; Department of Communication Sciences;
Bunn, Janice Yanushka; Research Associate Prof; Department of Mathematics Statistics; PHD; Ohio State Univ
Burgess, Lee-Anna Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Gen Internal Med;
Burgin, Eileen Kay; Professor; Department of Political Science; PHD; Harvard Univ
Burke, Mary Clare; Senior Lecturer; Department of Sociology; PHD; Univ of Connecticut
Burke, Matthew Jeremy; Lecturer; Department of Nutrition Food Sciences; PHD; McGill Univ
Burkman, Kenneth W; Senior Lecturer; Department of Mechanical Engineering; MS; Missouri Univ of Sci Tech
Burnett, Maria Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Gen Internal Med; MD; University of Vermont
Burnham, Tara J.L; Clinical Assistant Prof.; Department of Nursing; MS;
Burns, Dylan C.; Lecturer; Department of Mechanical Engineering;
Burt, Keith B.; Associate Professor; Department of Psychological Science; PHD; Univ of Minnesota
Butnor, Kelly J.; Professor (COM); Department of PathLabMed - Anatomic; MD; Duke Univ
Buzas, Jeff Sander; Professor; Department of Mathematics Statistics; PHD; North Carolina State Univ
Cafiero, Clayton B; Lecturer (Part-Time); Department of Computer Science;
Cafiero, Deborah J.; Senior Lecturer; Department of Romance Languages; Linguistics; PHD; Yale Univ

Cahan, Sara Irene; Associate Professor; Department of Biology; PHD; Arizona State Univ

Cahill-Griffin, Teresa M.; Clinical Assistant Prof.; Department of Nursing; DNP; University of Vermont

Caisse, Nichole L.; Lecturer; Department of Mathematics Statistics;

Calkins, Whitney R.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Family Medicine; MD; Joan C. Edwards Sch of Med

Callahan, Christopher William; Extension Associate Prof.; Department of Ext - Programming Fac Sup; MBA; Rensselaer Polytech Inst

Callahan, Rebecca Professor; Department of Education;

Callas, Peter W.; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Med-General; PHD; University of Mass Amherst

Campbell, Douglas Murray; Clinical Practice Phys (COM); Department of Orthopaedics Rehabilitation; MD; Michigan State Univ

Cannella, Mark P.; Extension Associate Prof.; Department of Ext - Programming Fac Sup; MS; University of Vermont

Cannizzaro, Michael S.; Associate Professor; Department of Communication Sciences; PHD; Univ of Connecticut

Capps, Joseph Martin; Lecturer; Department of Music; BM; Berklee Coll of Music

Carey, Kevin T.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med Cardiology; MD; University of Vermont

Carion, Tara Lecturer I; Department of Leadership and Development Sci;

Carleton, Sarah E.; Associate Professor; Department of Theatre and Dance; MFA; The Catholic Univ of America

Carlson, Kazuko S.; Senior Lecturer; Department of Asian Languages Literatures; MA; Saint Michael’s Coll

Carlson, Matthew M.; Professor; Department of Political Science; PHD; Univ of Calif Davis

Carney, Jan Kirk; Professor (COM); Department of Med Pulmonary; MD; Univ of Cincinnati

Carpenter, Conor S.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Psychiatry; MD; University of Vermont

Carr, Frances Eileen; Professor; Department of Pharmacology; PHD; Univ of Illinois Med Ctr

Carr, Jacqueline B.; Associate Professor; Department of History; PHD; Univ of Calif Berkeley

Carson, Wade M.; Clinical Associate Prof.; Department of Biomedical and Health Sci; MBA; Western Governors University

Carter, Jeffrey Earle; Extension Associate Prof.; Department of Ext - Programming Fac Sup; MS; University of Vermont

Carter, William Lecturer I; Department of Grossman School of Business;

Carthew, Jessica Jane; Associate Professor; Department of Education; PHD; Univ of Maryland

Castro, Alejandro Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med- Gen Internal Med; MD; University of Vermont

Castro, Eliana A.; Assistant Professor; Department of Education; PHD; Michigan State Univ

Cataldo, Peter A.; Professor (COM); Department of Surg-General; MD; Tufts Univ

Cates, David Isaac; Lecturer; Department of English; PHD; Yale Univ

Cats-Baril, William Lawrence; Associate Professor; Department of Grossman School of Business; PHD; Univ of Wisconsin Madison

Celestin, Miller Clinical Instructor; Department of Nursing; MSN; Univ of Illinois Chicago

Cepeda-Benito, Antonio Professor; Department of Psychological Science; PHD; Purdue Univ

Chan, Sin-Yee Professor; Department of Philosophy; PHD; Univ of Michigan Ann Arbor

Chandler, Matthew G.; Lecturer; Department of Education;

Chang, Martin Professor (COM); Department of PathLabMed - Clinical; PHD; University of Toronto

Charland, Diane Marie; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of ObGyn-Gynecologic Oncology; MD; Case Western Reserve Univ

Charlson, Mark D.; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Orthopaedics Rehabilitation; MD; Univ of NC Chapel Hill

Chase, Lisa Cheryl; Extension Professor; Department of Ext - Programming Fac Sup; PHD; Cornell Univ

Chatterjee, Nimrat Assistant Professor; Department of COM Microbio Molec Genetics; PHD; Baylor Coll of Med

Cheney, Nicholas A.; Assistant Professor; Department of Computer Science; PHD; Cornell Univ
Cheung, Katharine Lana; Assistant Professor; Department of Med-Nephrology; MD; Georgetown Univ

Chiang, Kevin C.; Professor; Department of Grossman School of Business; PhD; Louisiana State Univ

Chiappea, Ariana Martos; Research Associate; Department of Rubenstein Sch Env Nat Res;

Chittenden, Thomas Ira; Senior Lecturer; Department of Grossman School of Business; MBA; University of Vermont

Chiu, Angeline C.; Associate Professor; Department of Classics; PhD; Princeton Univ

Christensen, Judith A.; Senior Lecturer; Department of Psychological Science; PhD; University of Vermont

Christensen, Catherine M.; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Anesthesiology; MD; Eastern Virginia Med Sch

Chung, Winston W; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Psychiatry; MD; Boston Univ Sch of Med

Cichoskikelly, Eileen M.; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Family Medicine; PhD; State Univ of NY Albany

Cintolo-Gonzalez, Jessica Anna; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Oncology; MD; Mount Sinai Sch of Med

Cioffredi, Leigh-Anne Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Pediatrics; MD; Georgetown Univ

Ciolino, Allison L.; Associate Professor (COM); Department of PathLabMed - Anatomic; MD; University of Vermont

Cipolla, Marilyn Jo; Professor; Department of Neurological Sciences; PhD; University of Vermont

Clark, Anne L.; Professor; Department of Religion; PhD; Columbia Univ

Clark Keefe, Kelly A; Associate Professor; Department of Education; EDD; University of Vermont

Claus, David Ward; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Emergency Med; MD; Emory Univ

Cleary, Thomas G.; Artist/Teacher; Department of Music; BA; Hampshire Coll

Clements, Benjamin Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Family Medicine; MD; University of Vermont

Cleveland, Curtis Clinical Prac Phys-CVPH (COM); Department of Surg-Urology; MD; Georgia Regents Univ

Clifton, Jessica L; Faculty Scientist (COM); Department of Med-Gen Internal Med; PhD; University of Vermont

Clough, Jaina Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Family Medicine; MD; University of Vermont

Clougherty, Dennis Paul; Professor; Department of Physics; PHD; Massachusetts Inst of Tech

Clouser, Ryan Dean; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Med-Pulmonary;

Cobb, Carl Wade; Clinical Practice Phys (COM); Department of Radiology; MD; Univ of Alabama at Birmingham

Cockrell, Robert Chase; Assistant Professor; Department of Surgery; PhD; Iowa State Univ

Coderre, Emily Louisa; Assistant Professor; Department of Communication Sciences; PhD; University of Nottingham

Cohgill-Wemple, Beverley Professor; Department of Geography; PhD; Oregon State Univ

Colburn, Selene Library Associate Prof; Department of Howe-Special Collectns; MS; Simmons Coll

Cole, Bernard F.; Professor; Department of Mathematics Statistics; PhD; Boston Univ

Colgate, Elizabeth Ross; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of COM Microbio Molec Genetics; PhD; University of Vermont

Collier, Kelley W; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Family Medicine; MD; University of Vermont

Colovos, Christos Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Trauma; PhD; Univ of Calif Los Angeles

Comerford, Susan Ann; Associate Professor; Department of Social Work; PhD; Case Western Reserve Univ

Commichau, Christopher S. L.; Professor (COM); Department of Neurological Sciences; MD; Georgetown Univ

Conant, Joanna L; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of PathLabMed - Clinical; MD; University of Vermont

Conner, David S.; Professor; Department of Com Dev Applied Economics; PhD; Cornell Univ

Connolly, Lawrence W; Lecturer; Department of Theatre and Dance; MFA; Univ of Minnesota

Conroy, Nicole E; Assistant Professor; Department of Leadership and Development Sci; PhD; Syracuse Univ

Conway, Wendy I; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of ObGyn-General; MD; East Tennessee State Univ
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cook, Deborah L</td>
<td>Professor (COM)</td>
<td>Department of PathLabMed - Anatomic</td>
<td>MD; University of Vermont</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cope, Meghan S</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Department of Geography</td>
<td>PHD; University of Colorado Boulder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copeland, William E</td>
<td>Professor (COM)</td>
<td>Department of Psychiatry</td>
<td>PHD; University of Vermont</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corbett, Kayla</td>
<td>Assistant Professor (COM)</td>
<td>Department of Family Medicine</td>
<td>MD; Dartmouth Med Sch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correa De Sa, Daniel D</td>
<td>Assistant Professor (COM)</td>
<td>Department of Med-Cardiology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosoroaba, Eva-Marie</td>
<td>Lecturer</td>
<td>Department of Elec Biomed Engineering</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cote, Sharon L</td>
<td>Clinical Associate Prof</td>
<td>Department of Communication Sciences</td>
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Kennedy, Suzanne M; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Psychiatry; MD; University of Newfoundland
Kenny, Bronwyn M; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of ObGyn-General; MD; Saint Louis Univ
Kenny, Kate T; Senior Lecturer; Department of German Russian; MA; University of Cambridge
Kent, Jane R.; Professor; Department of Art Art History; BFA; University of the Arts
Kervick, Colby T.; Associate Professor; Department of Education; EDD; University of Vermont
Kestenbaum, David Evan; Lecturer; Department of Rubenstein Sch Env Nat Res; MS; University of Vermont
Kete, Mary Louise; Professor; Department of English; PHD; Harvard Univ
Khadanga, Sherrie Assistant Professor; Department of Med-Cardiology; MD; University of South Alabama
Khan, Farrah B.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Hematology Oncology; MD; Royal Coll of Surgeons in Ireland
Khan, Shamima Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-LCOM Edupreneurship; PHD; University of Louisiana
Khanna, Rakesh Clinical Prac Phys-CVPH (COM); Department of Surg-Urology; MD; McGill Univ

Kida, Masatoshi Professor (COM); Department of PathLabMed-Anatomic; MD; Medical Univ of South Carolina

Kikut, Janusz K.; Professor (COM); Department of Radiology; MD; Medical Acad of Warsaw

Kim, Brian Y.; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Ophthalmology; MD; Saint Louis Univ

Kim, Chong-Ho Lecturer I; Department of Theatre and Dance;

Kindstedt, Paul Stephen; Professor; Department of Nutrition Food Sciences; PHD; Cornell Univ

King, Benjamin J; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Urology; MD; University of Vermont

King, John Gridley; Professor (COM); Department of Family Medicine; MD; University of Rochester

King, Jonathan T; Lecturer I; Department of Grossman School of Business; MACC; University of Vermont

King, Patricia Ann; Professor (COM); Department of Med-Gen Internal Med; PHD; Brown Univ

Kinsey, Charles Matthew; Associate Professor; Department of Med-Pulmonary; MD; Albert Einstein Coll of Med

Kirk, Francis Louis; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Anesthesiology; MD; University at Buffalo

Kirkpatrick, Beth Diane; Professor (COM); Department of COM Microbio Molec Genetics; MD; Albany Medical Coll

Klein, Jeffrey S.; Professor (COM); Department of Radiology; MD; State Univ of NY Health Sci

Klemperer, Elias M; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Psychiatry; PHD; Yale Univ Sch of Med

Klepeis, Keith Andrew; Professor; Department of Geology; PHD; Univ of Texas Austin

Klick, John Christian; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Anesthesiology; MD; University of Mass Med Sch

Knakal, Roger C.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Orthopaedics Rehabilitation; MD; New York Med Coll

Knodell, Jane E.; Professor; Department of Economics; PHD; Stanford Univ

Ko, Nga Ling Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Obstetrics GynecologyReprod; PHD; Chinese Univ of Hong Kong

Koch, Nicholas James; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Emergency Med; MD; University of Vermont

Kodali, Saranya Chowdary; Clinical Practice Phys (COM); Department of Med-Hematology Oncology

Koide, Masayo Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Pharmacology; PHD; University of Shizyoka

Kokinda, Nathan D.; Clinical Assistant Prof.; Department of Rehab Movement Sci; MS; Springfield Coll

Kokolis, Andrea Lecturer (Part-Time); Department of Grossman School of Business; MBA; Univ of New Hampshire

Kokoszynska, Marta Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Pulmonary; MD; St. George's Univ

Kolan, Matthew Peter; Senior Lecturer; Department of Rubenstein Sch Env Nat Res; PHD; University of Vermont

Kolb, Amanda E; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Family Medicine; MD; University of Mass Med Sch

Kolb, Noah A; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Neurological Sciences; MD; University of Mass

Kolbe, Tammy G; Associate Professor; Department of Education; EDD; University of Vermont

Koliba, Christopher J.; Professor; Department of Com Dev Applied Economics; PHD; Syracuse Univ

Koller, Stephen M; Clinical Practice Phys (COM); Department of Radiology; MD; University of Vermont

Kolodinsky, Jane Marie; Professor; Department of Com Dev Applied Economics; PHD; Cornell Univ

Kono, Yutaka Associate Professor; Department of Music; DMA; Univ of Texas

Kooperkamp, Hannah Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Thoracic Cardiovascular; MD; University of Louisville

Kornbluh, Felicia A.; Professor; Department of History; PHD; Princeton Univ

Kostell, Steven Edward; Assistant Professor; Department of Com Dev Applied Economics; MFA; Arizona State Univ

Kotov, Valeri N.; Professor; Department of Physics; PHD; Clarkson Univ

Kouns, Nathaniel A.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Psychiatry; MD; First Faculty of Medicine

Koutras, Anya Sarah; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Family Medicine; MD; Albany Medical Coll
Kowalik, Urszula Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Urology; MD; State Univ of NY Buffalo
Kraft, Jana Associate Professor; Department of Animal and Veterinary Sciences; PHD; Friedrich-Schiller-Univ of Jena
Krag, David Nielsen; Professor; Department of Surg-Oncology; MD; Loyola Univ Chicago
Krag, Martin Hans; Professor; Department of Orthopaedics Rehabilitation; MD; Yale Univ
Kraybill, Ashley Lecturer (Part-Time); Department of Biomedical and Health Sci;
Kremenstov, Dimitry N; Assistant Professor; Department of Biomedical and Health Sci; PHD; University of Vermont
Kriger, Ryan Lecturer I; Department of Com Dev Applied Economics; JD; New York Univ
Krulewitz, Neil Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Emergency Med;
Kryak, Elizabeth Degnan; Lecturer I; Department of Nursing;
Kryak, Elizabeth Degnan; Assistant Professor; Department of Sociology; PHD; Univ of Wisconsin Madison
Kudrle, Joseph M.; Senior Lecturer; Department of Mathematics Statistics; MS; University of Vermont
Kurek, Erin Patrice; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Gen Internal Med; MD; University of Vermont
Kurien, George Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Otolaryngology; MD; University of Alberta
Kutner, Laurie A.; Library Associate Prof; Department of Howe-Info Instruction; MA; Syracuse Univ
Lach, Mark E.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Radiology; MD; University of Manitoba
Lahey, Timothy Patrick; Professor (COM); Department of Med-Infectious Disease; MD; Duke Univ
Lahiri, Julie A; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Vascular; MD; Wright State Univ
Lahiri, Thomas Professor (COM); Department of Peds-Pulmonary; MD; Univ of Connecticut
Lahoud, Rony A; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Cardiology; MD; Univ of N Carolina
Lake, Tiffini J.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Anesthesiology; MD; University of Kansas
Lakoba, Taras Igorevich; Professor; Department of Mathematics Statistics; PHD; Clarkson Univ
Lalanne, Nicholas D; Lecturer; Department of Education;
Lam, Ying Wai Research Associate Prof; Department of Biology; PHD; Chinese Univ of Hong Kong
LaMantia, Michael Andrew; Associate Professor; Department of Med-Geriatrics; MD; Albert Einstein Coll of Med
Lambirth, Shea Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Gen Internal Med; MD; University of Kentucky
LaMonda, Christopher John; Lecturer I; Department of Rehab Movement Sci;
Lamore, Tricia Jean; Lecturer I; Department of Biomedical and Health Sci;
Landell, Elizabeth Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Family Medicine; MD; University of Vermont
Landry, Christopher C.; Professor; Department of Chemistry; PHD; Harvard Univ
Lange, Benjamin B; Clinical Prac Phys-CVMC (COM); Department of Radiology; MD; Harvard Medical School
Langella, Peter P; Lecturer I; Department of Education; MFA; Vermont Coll of Fine Arts
Lansing, Amy Hughes; Assistant Professor; Department of Psychological Science; PHD; Univ of Utah
LaRocca, Matthew Paul; Lecturer; Department of Music;
Lash, Erica M; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Emergency Med; MD; University of Rochester
Latreille, Michael William; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Gen Internal Med; MD; State Univ of NY Stony Brook
Lau, Chi Chi; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Med-Rheumatology; MD; Weill Med Coll Cornell Univ
Laurent, Jennifer S.; Associate Professor; Department of Nursing; PHD; Duquesne Univ
Lavoie, Brigitte Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Neurological Sciences; PHD; University of Laval
Law, Marc Tsien-Yung; Professor; Department of Economics; PHD; Washington Univ in St. Louis
Lawlis, John F; Clinical Practice Phys (COM); Department of Orthopaedics Rehabilitation; MD; Thomas Jefferson Univ
Lawrence, Ann F.; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Anesthesiology;
Lawrence, Langdon S.; Instructor (COM); Department of Med-LCOM Edupreneurship; MD; The Johns Hopkins University
Leavey, Anna F.; Lecturer (Part-Time); Department of Nursing;
Lee, Andrea J.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of COM Microbio Molec Genetics; PHD; Univ of Wisconsin Madison
Lee, Benjamin Associate Professor (COM); Department of Pediatrics; MD; Case Western Reserve Univ
Lee, Byung S.; Professor; Department of Computer Science; PHD; Stanford Univ
Leffler, Stephen M.; Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Emergency Med; MD; University of Vermont
Legunn, Scott Daniel; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Rheumatology; MD; American Univ of the Caribbean
Lehner, Ace Visiting Lecturer; Department of Art Art History;
Leighton, Erin M; Clinical Assistant Prof.; Department of Nursing; DNP; University of Vermont
Lekka, Shamila K.; Senior Lecturer; Department of Psychological Science; PHD; University of Vermont
LeMieux, Nancy P.; Clinical Assistant Prof.; Department of Nursing; MSN; Mansfield Univ
Lemos, Diego Associate Professor (COM); Department of Radiology; MD; Universidad Libre
Lens, John Edward; Senior Lecturer; Department of Civil Env Engineering;
Lentz, Skyler A.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Emergency Med; MD; Univ of Maryland
Leonard, Debra G.B.; Professor (COM); Department of PathLabMed - Clinical; PHD; New York Univ
Leonard, Karen S.; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Pediatrics; MD; Vanderbilt Univ
Leslie, Abimbola A.; Faculty Scientist (COM); Department of Radiology; MPH; Walden Univ
Lester-Coll, Nataniel H; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Radiation-Oncology; MD; University of Pennsylvania
Levy, Isaac R; Lecturer; Department of Computer Science; MS; Univ of Texas Austin
Lewis, Judith L; Professor (COM); Department of Psychiatry; MD; University of Vermont
Lewis, Laura Christine; Assistant Professor; Department of Nursing; PHD; Univ of Connecticut
Li, Jianing Associate Professor; Department of Chemistry; PHD; Columbia Univ
Li, Puyao Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Radiation-Oncology; MD; Harvard Medical School
Li, Yao Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Gen Internal Med; MD; Albany Medical Coll
Liao, Jane B; Professor; Department of Biochemistry; PHD; Boston Univ
Libman, Bonita Sandra; Professor (COM); Department of Med-Rheumatology; MD; University of Toronto
Lidofsky, Steven D.; Professor; Department of Med-Gastroenterology; PHD; Columbia Business Sch
Liebelt, Brandon D.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Neurosurgery; MD; Univ of Texas/Health Sci Ctr
Lischutz, Leon H; Lecturer I; Department of Education;
Limanek, James Stephen; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Anesthesiology; MD; University of Vermont
Lin, Miao-Chong Faculty Scientist (COM); Department of Pathology Laboratory Medicine; PHD; Cornell Univ
Linares, Cherylanne Clinical Instructor; Department of Nursing;
Lindstrom, Eric Reid; Professor; Department of English; PHD; Yale Univ
Lini, Andrea Associate Professor; Department of Geology; PHD; ETH Zurich
Link, Heather Elizabeth; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Pediatrics; MD; State Univ of NY Buffalo
Liptak, Matthew Denis; Associate Professor; Department of Chemistry; PHD; Univ of Wisconsin Madison
Lisle, David K.; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Orthopaedics Rehabilitation; MD; University of Vermont
Lisle, Jennifer W.; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Orthopaedics Rehabilitation; MD; University of Vermont
Littenberg, Benjamin Professor; Department of Med-Gen Internal Med; MD; Case Western Reserve Univ
Livingston, Shayla Fox; Instructor (COM); Department of Med-LCOM Edupreneurship; MPH; Univ of Calif Berkeley
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Lobel, Robert Michael; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Cardiology; MD; Boston Univ
Lockwood, Brent Lionel; Associate Professor; Department of Biology; PHD; Stanford Univ

Loeh, Don Associate Professor; Department of Philosophy; JD; Univ of Michigan Ann Arbor

Lollis, Stuart Scott Associate Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Neurosurgery; MD; Columbia Coll of Phys Surg

Lomas, Sarah J.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Surg-General; MD; University of Vermont

Looby, Winnie Lecturer; Department of Education; DPHIL; University of Vermont

Lopez, Jose A; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Family Medicine; MD; University of Vermont

Lopez-Vicuna, Ignacio Associate Professor; Department of Romance LanguagesLinguistics; PHD; University of Pittsburgh

Losambe, Lokangaka Professor; Department of English; PHD; University of Ibadan

Louisos, William F.; Senior Lecturer; Department of Mechanical Engineering; PHD; University of Pennsylvania

Lounsbury, Karen M.; Professor; Department of Pharmacology; PHD; University of Vermont

Luyt, Richard Dana; Clinical Practice Phys (COM); Department of Radiation-Oncology; MD; University of Vermont

Low, Robert Burnham; Professor Emeritus; Department of Molecular Physlgy Biophysics; PHD;

Lowe, Brian R; Lecturer I; Department of Com Dev Applied Economics;

Lowensohn, Suzanne Associate Professor; Department of Grossman School of Business; PHD; University of Miami

Lu, Hailong Faculty Scientist (COM); Department of Molecular Physlgy Biophysics; PHD; Univ of New Mexico
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Lunardini, David Joseph; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Orthopaedics Rehabilitation; MD; Univ of Virginia
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Lustgarten, Daniel Lawrence; Professor (COM); Department of Med-Cardiology; PHD; Albert Einstein Coll of Med
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Lyon, Caroline E.; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Med-Gen Internal Med; MD; University of Vermont
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Macias, Marielle Auave; Senior Lecturer; Department of Romance LanguagesLinguistics; MA; University of Vermont

Macias, Thomas E.; Professor; Department of Sociology; PHD; Univ of Wisconsin Madison

Mackey, Michael Scott; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Psychiatry; PHD; McGill Univ

MacKillop, Lauren M.; Senior Lecturer; Department of Education; MA; Mills Coll

MacKinnon, Colleen T.; Lecturer I; Department of Education; EDD; University of Vermont

MacLean, Charles Duncan; Professor (COM); Department of Med-Gen Internal Med; MD; McGill Univ

Maddalengoitia, Jose Santos; Associate Professor; Department of Chemistry; PHD; Univ of Virginia
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Magistrale, Anthony Samuel; Professor; Department of English; PHD; University of Pittsburgh
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McCorkel, Charlotte L; Lecturer I; Department of Social Work;

McCray, Laura W; Professor (COM); Department of Family Medicine; MD; Jefferson Med Coll

McCullough, Robert L; Professor; Department of History; JD; Hamline Univ
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McDonald, Michael J.; Lecturer; Department of Rubenstein Sch Near Nat Res; MS; University of Vermont
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McEntee, Rachel K.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Gen Internal Med; MD; University of Vermont

McGee, Elizabeth A.; Professor (COM); Department of ObGyn-Reprod EndocrnInfertil; MD; Univ of Tennessee

McGinnis, Ellen W.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Psychiatry; PHD; Univ of Michigan

McGinnis, Ryan S.; Assistant Professor; Department of Elec Biomed Engineering; DPHIL; Univ of Michigan

McGowan, Haley Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Psychology;

McGowan, Todd Professor; Department of English; PHD; Ohio State Univ
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McHenry, Monique Alyssa; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Pharmacology; PHD; University of Vermont

McKay, Stephanie Dawn; Associate Professor; Department of Animal and Veterinary Sciences; PHD; University of Alberta
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McNally, Jessica J.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Ophthalmology; MD; Sidney Kimmel Medical College

McNamara, Dylan N.; Lecturer I; Department of Leadership and Development Sci;

McNamara, Mariah Associate Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Emergency Med; MD; University of Vermont

Mcpeake, Laura Associate Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Emergency Med; MD; State Univ of NY Downstate

McQuilkin, Scott H.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Anesthesiology;

McSherry, Joseph Wall; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Neurological Sciences; MD; Baylor Coll of Med

McSweeney, Linda H; Lecturer I; Department of Education;

Mead, Andrew Frederick; Faculty Scientist (COM); Department of Molecular Physlg Biophysics; PHD; University of Pennsylvania

Mendez, Victor E.; Professor; Department of Plant Soil Science; PHD; Univ of Calif Santa Cruz

Menson, Katherine Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Pulmonary;

Menzies, Isaura B; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Med-Geriatrics; MD; City Univ of NY Hunter Coll

Mercier, Charles Eugene; Professor (COM); Department of Peds-Neonatology; MD; Univ of Connecticut

Merdzanovic, Amila Lecturer I; Department of Social Work;

Merena, Stephen John; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Orthopaedics Rehabilitation; DPM; Pennsylvania Coll-PodiatricMed

Merriam, Margaret Anne; Lecturer I; Department of Social Work;

Merrill, Katherine Jean; Senior Lecturer; Department of Mathematics Statistics; MA; Boston Univ

Merrill, Scott Curtis; Research Assistant Prof; Department of Plant Soil Science; PHD; Colorado State Univ

Messerli, Alexandra L.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Geriatrics; MD; University of Vermont

Messina, Joseph A.; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Psychiatry; MD; Saint Louis Univ

Metz, James B; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Pediatrics; MD; University of Vermont

Meuser-Herr, Nathaniel Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Pediatrics; MD; State Univ of NY Upstate

Meyer, Lori Anne Erbenderis; Associate Professor; Department of Education; PHD; Univ of Illinois

Meyer, Margaret E; Visiting Assistant Prof; Department of Rehab Movement Sci;

Meyer, Marjorie C.; Professor; Department of ObGyn-Maternal Fetal; MD; University of Florida

Meyer, Russell E.; Clinical Prac Phys-CVMC (COM); Department of Radiology; MD; University of Vermont

Meyers, Jason M; Research Assistant Prof; Department of Mechanical Engineering; PHD; Univ Libre de Bruxelles
Michelson, James D.; Professor; Department of Orthopaedics Rehabilitation; MD; Yale Univ
Mierse, William Edwin; Professor; Department of Art Art History; PHD; Brown Univ
Mikkalson, Genell L; Clinical Assistant Prof.; Department of Nursing;
Miles, Elizabeth A; Associate Professor; Department of English; PHD; Purdue Univ
Millay, Robert Hugh; Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Ophthalmology; MD; Virginia Commonwealth Univ
Miller, Eleanor M.; Professor; Department of Sociology; PHD; Univ of Chicago
Miller, John H.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Gen Internal Med; MD; University of Vermont
Miller, Lucy Hope; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Gen Internal Med; MD; Mount Sinai Sch of Med
Mills, Sadie E.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Gen Internal Med; MD; University of Vermont
Mingin, Gerald C.; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Urology; MD; Univ of Medicine and Dentistry
Minor, Jason Lecturer (Part-Time); Department of Nursing;
Mitchell, Chad T.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Gen Internal Med; MD; University of Vermont
Mitchell, John Joseph; Lecturer I; Department of Biology; PHD; Univ of Connecticut
Mitchell, Nadia Lecturer (Part-Time); Department of Education;
Modlinski, Monika Assistant Professor; Department of Rehab Movement Sci; PHD; Univ of Illinois Chicago
Molofsky, Jane Professor; Department of Plant Biology; PHD; Duke Univ
Monforte, Kathleen T; Clinical Assistant Prof.; Department of Nursing; MSN; Western Governors University
Monsen, Erik Willard; Associate Professor; Department of Grossman School of Business; PHD; University of Colorado Boulder
Monsey, Robert Daniel; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Orthopaedics Rehabilitation; MD; Univ of Washington
Montesano, Rachael M.; Senior Lecturer; Department of Romance LanguagesLinguistics; MA; University of Oregon
Moore, Jesse S; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Surg-General; MD; State Univ of NY Health Science
Morales, Ana Melinda; Assistant Professor; Department of Rubenstein Sch Env Nat Res; DPHIL; Iowa State Univ
Morand-Metivier, Charles-Louis Associate Professor; Department of Romance LanguagesLinguistics; PHD; University of Pittsburgh
Moreau, Katrina T; Clinical Assistant Prof.; Department of Biomedical and Health Sci; MAT; Tufts Univ
Morehouse, Todd Harlan; Senior Lecturer; Department of Geography; PHD; Univ of Minnesota
Morgan - Parmett, Helen Associate Professor; Department of Theatre and Dance; DPHIL; Univ of Minnesota
Morgan Parmett, Justin Myles; Lecturer; Department of Theatre and Dance; MA; Univ of S Carolina Columbia
Morielli, Anthony D.; Associate Professor; Department of Pharmacology; PHD; Univ of Calif Santa Cruz
Morin, Frederick C.; Professor; Department of Peds-Neonatology; MD; Yale Univ
Morley, Heather K.; Lecturer (Part-Time); Department of Com Dev Applied Economics;
Morley, Keith William; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Dermatology; MD; Dartmouth Med Sch
Morrical, Scott Walker; Professor; Department of Biochemistry; PHD; Univ of Wisconsin Madison
Morris, Anne Brisson; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Family Medicine; MD; Loyola Univ Stritch Sch of Med
Morris, Carolyn R; Faculty Scientist (COM); Department of Med-Pulmonary; PHD; Univ of Maryland
Morris, Christopher Scott; Professor (COM); Department of Radiology; MD; Case Western Reserve Univ
Morris, Erin A; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of ObGyn-Maternal Fetal; MD; Univ of Utah
Morrisette, Katelin Marie; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Pulmonary; MD; Medical Coll of Wisconsin
Morse, Cheryl E; Associate Professor; Department of Geography; PHD; University of British Columbia
Mosher, Brittany Assistant Professor; Department of Rubenstein Sch
Env Nat Res; PHD; Colorado State Univ

Mount, Sharon Lee; Professor (COM); Department of PathLabMed
- Anatomic; MD; Univ of Texas Austin

Moustakas, Argirios Assistant Professor (COM); Department of
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Moyer, Mark Miller; Associate Professor; Department of Philosophy;
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Mughal, Amreen Assistant Professor (COM); Department of
Pharmacology; PHD; North Dakota State Univ

Mukerji, Siddhesh J; Assistant Professor; Department of Social Work;
PHD; Loyola Univ Chicago

Mullen, Patrick C; Lecturer; Department of Biology; PHD;
University of Vermont

Murdock, James D; Associate Professor; Department of Rubenstein
Sch Env Nat Res; DPHIL; University of Oxford

Murdock, Suzanne K; Lecturer I; Department of Nursing; MSN;
University of Mass Lowell

Murphy, Eileen Lecturer I; Department of Nursing;

Murphy, James Joseph; Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Pediatric; MD; Rutgers Univ

Murphy, Marian F; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of
Anesthesiology;

Murray, Janet Marie; Associate Professor (COM); Department of
COM Microbio Molec Genetics; PHD; University of Vermont

Murray-Close, Dianna Katharine; Professor; Department of
Psychological Science; PHD; Univ of Minnesota

Mutha, Akshay K; Assistant Professor; Department of Grossman
School of Business; PHD; Pennsylvania State Univ

Muthukrishnan, Preetika Assistant Professor (COM); Department of
Med-Gen Internal Med; MS; Harvard Sch of Public Health

Nagle, Keith Joseph; Associate Professor (COM); Department of
Neurological Sciences; MD; University of Kansas

Nagle, Rebecca Anne; Clinical Assistant Prof.; Department of
Nursing; MS;

Nallasamy, Shanmugasundaram Assistant Professor; Department of
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Narasimhadevara, Nina Assistant Professor (COM); Department of
Med-Nephrology;

Narkewicz, Sarah G; Clinical Assistant Prof.; Department of Nursing;
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Narsana, Rashmi T; Lecturer (Part-Time); Department of Com Dev
Applied Economics; MS;

Nash, Mark D; Lecturer (Part-Time); Department of Leadership and
Development Sci; MFA;

Nathan, Muriel Helene; Professor (COM); Department of Med-
Endocrinology; PHD; Univ of Michigan Ann Arbor

Neal, Patrick Allen; Professor Emeritus; Department of Political
Science; PHD; University of Toronto

Neher Weicht, Deborah Professor; Department of Plant Soil Science;
PHD; Univ of Calif Davis

Nelweem, David Professor; Department of Music; DMA; Univ of
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Nelms, Nathaniel Jonathan; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Orthopaedics Rehabilitation; MD; University of Iowa

Nelson, Carl Julius; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of
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Nelson, David Associate Professor (COM); Department of Surg-
Emergency Med; MD; University of Vermont

Nelson, Ingrid Lauren; Associate Professor; Department of
Geography; PHD; University of Oregon

Nelson, Marie-France Y; Lecturer; Department of Grossman School of
Business;

Nelson, Mark Tuxford; Professor; Department of Pharmacology;
PHD; Washington Univ in St. Louis

Nelson, Sara Ann; Lecturer; Department of Theatre and Dance;
MFA; University of Montana

Nelson, Shane R; Faculty Scientist (COM); Department of
Molecular Physlgy Biophysics; PHD; University of Wyoming

Neroni, Hilary L; Professor; Department of English; PHD; Univ of
Southern California

Nesbit, Robert D; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Surg-
Plastic; MD; Medical Coll of Georgia

Neuert, Natalie S; Lecturer; Department of Music; MFA;

Neumann, Maureen Doyle; Professor; Department of Education;
PHD; Univ of Washington
Nevares, Alana M; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Rheumatology; MD; National Autonomos University

Nevers, Maureen Dacey; Research Associate; Department of Education; MS; University of Vermont

Nguyen, Thanh Chi; Lecturer (Part-Time); Department of Com Dev Applied Economics;

Nicholas, Catherine F.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of ObGyn-General; EDD; University of Vermont

Nichols, Aaron F; Library Associate Prof; Department of Howe-Access Tech Svcs; MLIS; University of Rhode Island

Nichols, Claude Elmer; Professor (COM); Department of Orthopaedics Rehabilitation; MD; Temple Univ

Nickerson, Amy Senior Lecturer; Department of Nutrition Food Sciences; MS; University of Vermont

Nickerson, Elizabeth Kingsley; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Psychiatry; MD; Northeast Ohio Medical Univ

Niles, Meredith Theresa; Associate Professor; Department of Nutrition Food Sciences; PHD; Univ of Calif Davis

Nilsen, Sarah Dawn; Associate Professor; Department of English; PHD; Univ of Southern California

Noel, Deborah A; Senior Lecturer; Department of English; PHD; University of Georgia

Nolli, Katherine EH; Associate Professor; Department of Philosophy; PHD; Univ of N Carolina Chapel Hill

Noordewier, Thomas Gerald; Professor; Department of Grossman School of Business; PHD; Univ of Wisconsin Madison

Norotsky, Mitchell Craig; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Surgery; MD; University of Vermont

Northey, Kaitlin Sara; Assistant Professor; Department of Education; PHD; Rutgers Univ New Brunswick

Novak, David C.; Professor; Department of Grossman School of Business; PHD; Virginia Tech

Nowak, Sarah A; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of PathologyLaboratory Medicine; PHD; Univ of Calif Los Angeles

Noyes, Cindy D.; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Med-Infectious Disease; MD; University of Vermont

Nunley, Gayle R; Associate Professor; Department of Romance LanguagesLinguistics; PHD; Princeton Univ

O’Brien, Roberta Associate Professor (COM); Department of Med-Gen Internal Med; MD; Hahnemann Univ

O’Grady, Courtney E; Lecturer (Part-Time); Department of Education;

O’Kane, Patricia Senior Lecturer; Department of Rubenstein Sch Env Nat Res;

O’Keefe, Erin M; Lecturer I; Department of Social Work; MSW; University of Vermont

O’Malley, Donna L.; Library Associate Prof; Department of Dana Medical Library; MLS; Univ of Calif Los Angeles

O’Neill, Jessica E; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Psychiatry;

O’Neill-Dunne, Jarlath Patrick; Research Associate; Department of Rubenstein Sch Env Nat Res; MS; University of Vermont

O’Neill, Conor Hj; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Oncology; MD; Univ of Texas San Antonio

O’Reilly, Deirdre M; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Peds-Neonatology; MD; University of Rochester

O’Sullivan, Laura E; Instructor (COM); Department of Med-LCOM Edupreneurship;

Odefey, Amy S; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Anesthesiology; MD; University of Vermont

Ojala, Susan E.; Lecturer; Department of Mathematics Statistics; MED; University of Vermont

Okech, Jane E.; Professor; Department of Leadership and Development Sci; PHD; Idaho State Univ

Olson, Nels C.; Assistant Professor; Department of PathologyLaboratory Medicine; PHD; University of Vermont

On, Florence Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Emergency Med; MD; Univ of Calif Los Angeles

Onaolapo, Jeremiah Assistant Professor; Department of Computer Science; PHD; University College London

Ongenibo, Macaulay A; Professor (COM); Department of Med-Nephrology; MS; College of Med at Univ Nigeria

Orfeo, Thomas Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Biochemistry; PHD; University of Vermont

Organ, Carolyn Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Otolaryngology; MD; Case Western Reserve Univ

Ossareh, Hamid - Reza Assistant Professor; Department of Elec Biomed Engineering; PHD; Univ of Michigan Ann Arbor
Ostby, Erin Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Otolaryngology; MD; Univ of Nevada Sch of Med
Osten, Sarah Elizabeth; Associate Professor; Department of History; PHD; Univ of Chicago

Ou, Yangguang Assistant Professor; Department of Chemistry; DPHIL; University of Pittsburgh

Ouellette-Morton, Rebecca H; Clinical Associate Prof.; Department of Rehab Movement Sci; MS; University of Vermont

Pahl, Adrienne S; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Ped-Neonatology; MD; University of Vermont

Painter, Holly P; Lecturer; Department of English; MFA; University of Canterbury

Palmer, Bradley M.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Molecular Physlogy Biophysics; PHD; Pennsylvania State Univ

Palmer, Cathy J; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of PathLabMed- Anatomic; PHD; Indiana Univ

Palumbo, Mary Val; Professor; Department of Nursing; DNP; Rush Medical Coll

Panikkar, Bindu Assistant Professor; Department of Rubenstein Sch Env Nat Res; PHD; Tufts Univ

Pappas, Charles Nicholas; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Radiology; MD; Virginia Commonwealth Univ

Paris, Catherine Ann; Senior Lecturer; Department of Plant Biology; PHD; University of Vermont

Parker, Bruce Lawrence; Professor; Department of Plant Soil Science; PHD; Cornell Univ

Parsons, Polly E.; Professor; Department of Med-Pulmonary; MD; University of Arizona

Pasanen, Mark Eliot; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Med-Gen Internal Med; MD; University of Vermont

Pasenon Soares, Bruno P; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Radiology; MD; Univ Federal do Rio

Patania, Alice Research Assistant Prof; Department of Mathematics Statistics;

Patil, Sanjeev Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Rheumatology;

Patterson, Charles Walter; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Plastic; MD; Drexel University

Patterson, Glenn Alloway; Lecturer; Department of Education; MED; Saint Michael's Coll

Paul, Jonathan D; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Ophthalmology; MD; Boston Univ

Pawlowski, Sara E; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Psychiatry; MD; State Univ of NY Downstate

Payne, Andrew Nathaniel; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Emergency Med; MD; West Virginia Univ

Paysnick, Amy A.; Lecturer (Part-Time); Department of Psychological Science;

Peabody, Mary L.; Extension Professor; Department of Ext - Programming Fac Sup; MPA; University of Vermont

Peck, Kelly Reed; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Psychiatry; PHD; Univ of Mississippi

Pecsenyicki, Stephen M.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Ophthalmology; MD; Medical Coll of Wisconsin

Pederson, David Scott; Professor Emeritus; Department of COM

Microbio Molec Genetics; PHD; University of Rochester

Pekala, Joseph Stanley; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Radiology; MD; New Coll of Florida

Pelski, Jean Evelyn; Clinical Associate Prof.; Department of Nursing; PHD; University of Mass Amherst

Penar, Paul Louis; Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Neurosurgery; MD; Univ of Michigan Ann Arbor

Pencak, Joanne M; Lecturer; Department of Grossman School of Business; MBA; James Madison Univ

Pennell, Summer Melody; Lecturer; Department of Education; PHD; Univ of N Carolina Chapel Hill

Peoples-Clark, Julie Ann; Lecturer; Department of Theatre and Dance;

Pepe, Jason Senior Lecturer; Department of Physics; MS; University of Vermont

Perdrial, Julia Nathalie; Associate Professor; Department of Geology; DSC; Univ of Strasbourg

Perdrial, Nicolas Paul Jean; Assistant Professor; Department of Geology; PHD; Louis Pasteur Univ

Perkins, Timothy David; Research Professor; Department of Plant Biology; PHD; University of Vermont
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Perrapato, Scott D.; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Urology;
Perron, Taunya J; Lecturer I; Department of Biomedical and Health Sci;
Perry, Hannah Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Radiology; MD; Tufts Univ
Perry, John F. W.; Senior Lecturer; Department of Physics; PHD; University of Rochester
Perry, Leonard Payne; Professor Emeritus; Department of Plant Soil Science; PHD; Cornell Univ
Perusse, Karina Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Radiology; MD; Laval Univ
Pespeni, Melissa Helen; Associate Professor; Department of Biology; PHD; Stanford Univ
Peters, Denise M.; Assistant Professor; Department of Rehab Movement Sci; DPT; Univ of S Carolina
Peterson, Thomas Charles; Professor (COM); Department of Family Medicine; MD; University of Rochester
Petrillo, Jane E.; Associate Professor; Department of Com Dev Applied Economics; MFA; Virginia Commonwealth Univ
Petrucci, Giuseppe A.; Professor; Department of Chemistry; PHD; University of Florida
Pflaum, Alexa E; Clinical Prac Phys-CVMC (COM); Department of Anesthesiology; MD; Univ of Minnesota Med Sch
Phelps, Nicole M.; Associate Professor; Department of History; PHD; Univ of Minnesota
Phillips, Julie Katherine; Associate Professor (COM); Department of ObGyn-Maternal Fetal; MD; University of Vermont
Phillips, Melissa Michelle; Instructor (COM); Department of Med-LCOM Edupreneurship; MPH; Univ of N Carolina Chapel Hill
Piazza, Emily A.; Lecturer (Part-Time); Department of Nutrition Food Sciences;
Pierce, Kristen K.; Professor (COM); Department of Med-Infectious Disease; MD; University of Vermont
Pierson, Joseph Charles; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Med-Dermatology; MD; Northeast Ohio Medical Univer
Piette, Evan Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Dermatology; MD; University of Pennsylvania
Pinard Rogers, Sarah Lynne; Clinical Assistant Prof.; Department of Nursing; MSN; University of Phoenix
Pinckney, Richard G.; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Med-Gen Internal Med; MD; State Univ of NY Buffalo
Pinder, George Francis; Professor; Department of Civil Env Engineering; PHD; Univ of IL Urbana-Champaign
Pineda, Jaime A; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Transplant; MD; Universidad Libre
Pinel, Elizabeth C.; Professor; Department of Psychological Science; PHD; Univ of Texas Austin
Pintauro, Stephen Joseph; Associate Prof Emeritus; Department of Nutrition Food Sciences; PHD; University of Rhode Island
Pirone, John S.; Lecturer; Department of Education; EDD; Northeastern Univ
Plante, Laurel Barkell; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Emergency Med; MD; University of Vermont
Plante, Mark Kenneth; Professor; Department of Surg-Urology; MDCM; McGill Univ
Plante, Timothy B.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Gen Internal Med; MD; University of Vermont
Plis, Kevin A; Lecturer; Department of Computer Science;
Plouffe, Rachel B. R.; Lecturer; Department of Biology; PHD; Uniformed Services Univ
Poleman, Walter Mallory; Senior Lecturer; Department of Rubenstein Sch Env Nat Res; MS; University of Vermont
Polish, Louis B.; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Med-Infectious Disease; MD; University of Vermont
Polomsky, Marek Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Thoracic Cardiovascular; MD; Univ of Maryland
Popa, Diana Elena; Senior Lecturer; Department of Romance LanguagesLinguistics; PHD; Al. I. Cuza University of Iasi
Pope, Elizabeth Fayen; Associate Professor; Department of Nutrition Food Sciences; PHD; University of Vermont
Porter, Douglas W.; Research Assistant Prof; Department of Civil Env Engineering; MS; University of Vermont
Porter, Jon Kevin; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Family Medicine; MD; Univ of Washington
Poston, Jacqueline N; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Hematology Oncology; MD; Univ of Chicago
Potter, Alexandra S.; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Psychiatry; PHD; University of Vermont
Powers, Gordon E; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Family Medicine; MD; Stanford Univ
Poynter, Matthew E; Professor; Department of Med-Pulmonary; PHD; Univ of Utah
Prendergast, Kerry S; Clinical Assistant Prof.; Department of Nursing; BS; University of Vermont
Prescott, Jody M; Lecturer II; Department of Computer Science;
Preston, Jill C; Associate Professor; Department of Plant Biology; PHD; Univ of Missouri
Previs, Michael J; Assistant Professor; Department of Molecular Physlogy Biophysics; PHD; University of Vermont
Prevost, Andrew Kenneth; Professor; Department of Grossman School of Business; PHD; Wayne State Univ
Price, Matthew Associate Professor; Department of Psychological Science; PHD; Georgia State Univ
Pulcini, Paolo Associate Professor; Department of Romance LanguagesLinguistics; PHD; Rutgers Univ New Brunswick
Pugh, Ann Denison; Senior Lecturer; Department of Social Work; MSW; Washington Univ in St. Louis
Quenet, Delphine C; Assistant Professor; Department of Biochemistry; PHD; Univ of Strasbourg
Rabinowitz, Terry Professor (COM); Department of Psychiatry; DDS; State Univ of NY Stony Brook
Rach, Lori B; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Pediatrics; MD; Harvard Medical School
Ramsey, Jon E; Faculty Scientist (COM); Department of Biochemistry; PHD; University of Vermont
Rand, David Aaron; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Gen Internal Med;
Rand, Dustin W; Senior Lecturer; Department of Mechanical Engineering; MSEE; Northeastern Univ
Raphael, David A; Lecturer I; Department of Rubenstein Sch Env Nat Res; MLA; Harvard Univ
Rasmussen, Lisa Anne; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Family Medicine; MD; University of Saskatchewan
Raszka Jr., William V; Professor (COM); Department of Peds-Infectious Disease; MD; Boston Univ
Rathbone, Charles Associate Prof Emeritus; Department of Rubenstein Sch Env Nat Res; PHD; Syracuse Univ
Raut, Robert Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Ophthalmology; MD; Laval Univ
Rayback, Shelly A; Professor; Department of Geography; PHD; University of British Columbia
Raymond, Scott Bruce; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Radiology; PHD; Harvard Univ
Read, Helen P; Senior Lecturer; Department of Mathematics Statistics; MS; University of Vermont
Reardon, Lindsay B; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Emergency Med; MD; Univ of CO Health Sciences Ctr
Reback, Charlotte A; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Family Medicine; MD; University of Amsterdam
Reblin, Maija Associate Professor (COM); Department of Family Medicine; PHD; Univ of Utah
Reddy, Sheela S; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Gastroenterology; MD; Albert Einstein Coll of Med
Redman, Amy Lee; Instructor (COM); Department of Med-LCOM Edupreneurship; PHD; Univ of New Hampshire
Rehman, Hibba Tul Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Hematology Oncology;
Reisman, David A; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Family Medicine; MD; University of Vermont

Reiter, Aaron W; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Family Medicine; MD; Sackler Sch of Med

Rellini, Alessandra Associate Professor; Department of Psychological Science; PHD; Univ of Texas Austin

Renner, Amy E; Clinical Educator; Department of Nursing;

Repp, Allen B; Professor (COM); Department of Med-Gen Internal Med; MD; Univ of Texas Med'l Branch

Resi, Nancy I; Clinical Educator; Department of Nursing;

Reyes, Cynthia C.; Associate Professor; Department of Education; PHD; Univ of IL Urbana-Champaign

Reynolds, Travis William; Associate Professor; Department of Com Dev Applied Economics;

Reyns, Emily Lecturer I; Department of Rehab Movement Sci;

Rice Bradley, Beth H; Lecturer I; Department of Nutrition Food Sciences; BS;

Richards, Alisson L; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Psychiatry; MD; Univ of Arkansas

Richardson, Audrey Lecturer I; Department of Education;

Richter, Elsa V; Lecturer; Department of Education; MAT; Adelphi Univ

Ricketts, Taylor H; Professor; Department of Rubenstein Sch Env Nat Res; PHD; Stanford Univ

Riddell, Jonathan V.B.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Urology; MD; University of Western Ontario

Rideout, Marianne E; Professor (COM); Department of Pediatrics; MD; McGill Univ

Riley, Patricia E; Professor; Department of Music; DMA; Shenandoah Univ

Rimal, Anisha Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Pediatrics; MD; Univ of Missouri

Rimash, Tamara Associate Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Otolaryngology; MD; Univ of New Mexico

Rinehart, Jill Associate Professor (COM); Department of Pediatrics; MD; Univ of Minnesota

Ringler, Sarah Rose; Lecturer (Part-Time); Department of Psychological Science;

Riser, Elly Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Gen Internal Med; MD; Univ of Washington

Riss, Valerie Jo; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Pediatrics; MD; Oregon Health Science Univ

Ritvo, Jesse L.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Psychiatry; MD; Brown Univ

Rivera, Jeanette M.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Obstetrics GynecologyReprod; MD; Univ of Connecticut

Rizzo, Donna Marie; Professor; Department of Civil Env Engineering; PHD; University of Vermont

Roberts, Jane Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Gastroenterology; MDPHD; University of Vermont

Roberts, Linda L.; Instructor (COM); Department of Med-LCOM Edupreneurship; MHS; Johns Hopkins Univ

Roberts, Mary E; Lecturer (Part-Time); Department of Leadership and Development Sci;

Roberts, Sara R; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Gen Internal Med; MD; Pennsylvania State Univ

Robinson, Elizabeth F.; Clinical Educator; Department of Nursing; MS; State Univ of NY Stony Brook

Robinson, Keith J.; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Peds-Pulmonary; MD; University of Vermont

Robinson, Sarah E; Lecturer I; Department of Social Work;

Roche, Susan E.; Associate Prof Emeritus; Department of Social Work; PHD; Rutgers Univ New Brunswick

Rockoff, David Lecturer; Department of Mathematics Statistics;

Rodriguez, Brian L; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Family Medicine; MD; Drexel Univ

Rodriguez, Eduardo Martinelli; Lecturer I; Department of Rubenstein Sch Env Nat Res; PHD; University of Vermont

Rodriguez, Guillermo A.; Associate Professor; Department of Romance LanguagesLinguistics; PHD; University of Pittsburgh

Rodriguez-Cabal, Mariano Alberto; Research Assistant Prof; Department of Rubenstein Sch Env Nat Res;

Rohan, Christina Lecturer; Department of Animal and Veterinary Sciences; MED; University of Vermont

Rohan, Kelly Joanna; Professor; Department of Psychological Science; PHD; Univ of Maine

Rohy, Valerie Professor; Department of English; PHD; Tufts Univ
Ruggiero, Michael Thomas; Assistant Professor; Department of Chemistry; PHD; Syracuse Univ

Ruggles, Erik L.; Senior Lecturer; Department of Chemistry; PHD; Michigan State Univ

Rombaugh, Michelle Puck; Assistant Professor; Department of Mathematics Statistics; DPHIL; University of Oxford

Rose, Gail Lynne; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Psychiatry; PHD; University of Iowa

Rose, James Gary; Clinical Prac Phys-CVMC (COM); Department of Surg-Otolaryngology; MD; University of Vermont

Rosebush, Joan Marie; Senior Lecturer; Department of Mathematics Statistics; MED; Saint Michael's Coll

Rosen, Lee David; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Psychiatry; PHD; University of Vermont

Rosenau, Paul T.; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Pediatrics; MD; Harvard Univ

Rosenfeld, Andrew Jacob; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Psychiatry; MD; Harvard Medical School

Ross, Kathleen D.; Lecturer III; Department of Communication Sciences; MS; University of Vermont

Ross, Lyman B.; Library Assistant Prof; Department of Howe-Access Tech Svcs; MA; Columbia Univ

Rossi, Victor Hale; Lecturer; Department of Civil Env Engineering; MBA; University of Vermont

Roulston, Sherry J.; Lecturer I; Department of Grossman School of Business; MBA; Johnson Wales Univ

Rovin, Molly L.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Psychiatry; MD; University of Vermont

Rowangould, Dana L; Research Assistant Prof; Department of Civil Env Engineering; PHD; Univ of Calif Davis

Rowangould, Gregory M; Associate Professor; Department of Civil Env Engineering; PHD; Univ of Calif Davis

Roy, Eric Daniel; Assistant Professor; Department of Rubenstein Sch Env Nat Res; PHD; Louisiana State Univ

Roy-Hewitson, Chantal L.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Neurological Sciences; MD; St. George's Univ

Rudiger, Lawrence Paul; Senior Lecturer; Department of Psychological Science; PHD; University of Vermont

Ruggles, Erik L.; Senior Lecturer; Department of Chemistry; PHD; Michigan State Univ

Runyan, Steven John; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Psychiatry;

Sackett, Daniel D; Clinical Prac Phys-CVMC (COM); Department of Surg-Urology; MD; Jefferson Med Coll

Saha Chaudhuri, Paramita Associate Professor; Department of Mathematics Statistics; PHD; Univ of Washington

Saia, Matthew John; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Pediatrics; MD; University of Vermont

Sajisevi, Mirabelle B; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Otolaryngology; MD; State Univ of NY Buffalo

Salinas, Veronica Lecturer; Department of Economics; PHD; Univ of New Mexico

Salogiannis, John Assistant Professor; Department of Molecular Physlgy Biophysics; PHD; Harvard Univ

Sancho Gonzalez, Maria Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Pharmacology; PHD; Complutense Univ of Madrid

Sanders, Malcolm M; Senior Lecturer; Department of Physics; PHD; Yale Univ

Sanders, Olivia Danielle; Lecturer (Part-Time); Department of Leadership and Development Sci;

Sandoval, Marie B.; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Med-Gen Internal Med; MD; Univ of Wisconsin Madison

Sansoz, Frederic P.; Professor; Department of Mechanical Engineering; PHD; Ecole Nat'l Superieure des Mines

Sarazen, Jillian C.; Lecturer; Department of Plant Soil Science; MS; University of Vermont

Sargenti, Elizabeth Lee; Clinical Assistant Prof.; Department of Rehab Movement Sci; SCD; Texas Tech Univ

Sarnevitz, Janelle F; Clinical Instructor; Department of Nursing;

Sartorelli, Kenneth Hans; Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Pediatric; MD; University of Vermont

Saulean, Daniel Library Assistant Prof; Department of Howe-Collectn Mgmt Svcs; AM; Indiana Univ Bloomington

Sawatzky, Benjamin D; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Radiology; MD; Temple Univ Sch of Med

Scannell, Alice T.D.; Lecturer I; Department of Social Work;

Scarborough, Matthew James; Assistant Professor; Department of Civil Env Engineering; PHD; Univ of Wisconsin Madison
Scheiber, Melissa N; Clinical Assistant Prof.; Department of Biomedical and Health Sci; PHD; Medical Univ of South Carolina

Schermerhorn, Alice C; Associate Professor; Department of Psychological Science; PHD; University of Notre Dame

Schimoler, Lynn E.; Lecturer I; Department of Theatre and Dance;

Schlein, Sarah Maynard; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Emergency Med; MD; University of Vermont

Schmitt, Charles J.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Family Medicine; MD; University of Vermont

Schned, Laura M; Clinical Prac Phys-CVPH (COM); Department of PathologyLaboratory Medicine; MD; University of Vermont

Schneeveli, Severin Thomas; Associate Professor; Department of Chemistry; PHD; Columbia Univ

Schneider, David J.; Professor; Department of Med-Cardiology; MD; Univ of Cincinnati

Schnell, Lisa Jane; Associate Professor; Department of English; PHD; Princeton Univ

Schnitzlein, Charles R; Professor; Department of Grossman School of Business; PD; Washington Univ in St. Louis

Schnure, Joel J.; Professor (COM); Department of Med-Endocrinology; MD; State Univ of NY Buffalo

Schoenberg, Sherry Ann; Research Associate; Department of Education; MA; Johnson State Coll

Schoenfeld, Susan E.; Instructor (COM); Department of LCOMEO; MSPH; University of Mass Amherst

Schottel, Patrick Christopher; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Orthopaedics Rehabilitation; MD; Georgetown Univ

Schrafsteller, Susanna B.; Professor; Department of History; PHD; Ludwig Maximilian Univ Munich

Schreckenberger, Helga Professor; Department of German Russian; PHD; University of Kansas

Schroth, Andrew William; Research Associate Prof; Department of Geology; PHD; Dartmouth Coll

Scollins, Kathleen M.; Associate Professor; Department of German Russian; PHD; Univ of Wisconsin Madison

Scott, Helen C.; Professor; Department of English; PHD; Brown Univ

Scott, Teresa J.L.; Lecturer (Part-Time); Department of Psychological Science; PHD; Case Western Reserve Univ

Scribner-Metcalf, Tara E; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Gen Internal Med; MD; Univ of Washington Seattle

Scriber, Geoffrey Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Radiology; MD; University of Vermont

Seagrave, Martha Parnell; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Family Medicine; PA; University of Vermont

Seguino, Stephanie Professor; Department of Economics; PHD; American Univ

Seidl, Amy L.; Senior Lecturer; Department of Rubenstein Sch Env Nat Res; PHD; University of Vermont

Selao, Ching Associate Professor; Department of Romance LanguagesLinguistics; PHD; University of Montreal

Seward, David Joseph; Assistant Professor; Department of PathLabMed - Clinical; PHD; University of Colorado

Seyller, John William; Professor; Department of Art Art History; PHD; Harvard Univ

Shaffer, Rebecca Morgan; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of ObGyn-Gynecologic Oncology; MD; Univ of Washington

Shafritz, Adam Brent; Professor (COM); Department of Orthopaedics Rehabilitation; MD; University of Pennsylvania

Shander, William D; Lecturer (Part-Time); Department of Rubenstein Sch Env Nat Res;

Shapiro, Robert Evan; Professor (COM); Department of Neurological Sciences; PHD; University of Pennsylvania

Sharma, Pramodita Professor; Department of Grossman School of Business; PHD; University of Calgary

Shea, Jeanne Laraine; Associate Professor; Department of Anthropology; PHD; Harvard Univ

Shea, Katelyn Elizabeth; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Dermatology; MD; University of Vermont

Shea, Krista Calano; Clinical Assistant Prof.; Department of Communication Sciences;

Sheahan, Corey Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Anesthesiology; MD; University of Vermont

Sheahan, Jamie G.; Lecturer I; Department of Nutrition Food Sciences; MSD; University of Vermont

Sheeser, Jon Michael; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Emergency Med; MD; Univ of New Mexico

Shepard, Michelle Tamara; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Pediatrics; PHD; University of Vermont
Sheridan, Andrew Robert; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Family Medicine; MD; University of Vermont

Sherriff, Graham Andrew; Library Associate Prof; Department of Howe-Info Instruction;

Shewin, Nikki Khanna; Associate Professor; Department of Sociology; PHD; Emory Univ

Shiel, Matthew J.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Ped-Hematology Oncology; MD; Albany Medical Coll

Shields, Joseph T.; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Radiology; MD; University of Vermont

Ship, Jordan Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Emergency Med; MD; University of Pennsylvania

Shoulberg, Erin K.; Research Assistant Prof; Department of Psychological Science; PHD; Univ Of Vermont

Shrum, Trisha R; Assistant Professor; Department of Com Dev Applied Economics; PHD; Harvard Univ

Shukla, Arj Professor (COM); Department of Pathology Laboratory Medicine; PHD; All India Inst of Med Sci

Shukla, Girja Shanker; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Oncology; PHD; Lucknow Univ

Sicotte, Richard A.; Associate Professor; Department of Economics; PHD; Univ of IL Urbana-Champaign

Siddle, John D; Lecturer I; Department of Art Art History; BA; Middlesex University

Sidiropoulos, Nikalette Associate Professor (COM); Department of PathLabMed - Clinical; MD; Univ of Connecticut

Sienicki, Benjamin J; Senior Lecturer; Department of Romance Languages Linguistics; PHD; Univ of New Mexico

Sienkiewicz, Jean M.; Lecturer; Department of Social Work; MSW; University of Vermont

Sigmon, Stacey C.; Professor; Department of Psychiatry; PHD; University of Vermont

Sikule, Kimberly A; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Family Medicine; MD; Ross Univ Sch of Med Dominica

Silkotch, Christine Allison; Library Assistant Prof; Department of Howe-Info Instruction; MLIS; McGill Univ

Silveira, Jay R.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Biochemistry; PHD; University of Vermont

Silverman, Damon A.; Associate Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Otolaryngology; MD; Univ of Calif Davis

Simpatico, Thomas A.; Professor (COM); Department of Psychiatry; MD; Rush Medical Coll

Singh, Devika Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Infectious Disease; MD; University of Rochester

Singh, Sujata Nidhi; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Ophthalmology; MD; State Univ of NY Upstate

Single, Richard M.; Associate Professor; Department of Mathematics Statistics; PHD; State Univ of NY Stony Brook

Sirkel, Riin Associate Professor; Department of Philosophy; PHD; University of Western Ontario

Sirois, Michael R.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Family Medicine; MD; Dartmouth Coll

Sisk, Jennifer L.; Associate Professor; Department of English; PHD; Yale Univ

Skalka, Christian Edward; Professor; Department of Computer Science; PHD; Johns Hopkins Univ

Skidd, Philip Michael; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Surg-Ophthalmology; MD; American Univ of the Caribbean

Skinner, Margaret Research Professor; Department of Plant Soil Science; PHD; University of Vermont

Slavik, Paul William; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Gen Internal Med; MD; Univ of Wisconsin

Slimovitch, Caroline L.; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Family Medicine; MD; McGill Univ

Sloan, Lacey Marie; Associate Professor; Department of Social Work; PD; Univ of Texas Austin

Smith, Abilene A; Clinical Assistant Prof.; Department of Nursing; MSN; University of Phoenix

Smith, Carmen Petrick; Associate Professor; Department of Education; PHD; Univ of Texas Austin

Smith, Dianna Crouse; Lecturer I; Department of Education; MS; Auburn Univ

Smith, Donna Clinical Educator I; Department of Rehab Movement Sci; DPT; A. T. Still Univ of Health Sci

Smith, Julia M.; Research Associate Prof; Department of Animal and Veterinary Sciences; DVM; Cornell Univ

Smith, Lance C.; Associate Professor; Department of Leadership and Development Sci; PHD; Syracuse Univ
Smith, Lindsay Martin; Assistant Professor (COM); Department of Med-Infectious Disease; MD; Univ of Missouri
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